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THE INDIVIDUAL IN SOVIET LAW 
By LEON JOSEPHSON 
DURING the last ten years, much has been written about Soviet 
law by jurists, lawyers and scholars of all cou"ntries. In the 
March issue of Mainstream) Howard Fast contributes his opinions 
on the matter. He indicts the Soviet judicial system, claiming that 
it does not provide for habeas corpus and the right against self-
incrimination, and that it resorts to the use of forced confessions 
and capital punishment; furthermore, he says, there exists "a lack 
of legal rights and protections which both the United States and 
England grant their citizens." 
My purpose here is only to examine this part of Mr. Fast's 
charges. I should like first to quote certain American and British 
authorities on the subject under consideration. 
In his book Reflections of the Revolution of Our" Time) pub-
lished in 1945, Harold J. Laski states: 
No one who has examined at first hand the Soviet admin-
istration of justice (the sphere of political offenses apart) 
can doubt that in experimentalism, on the one hand, and 
in quality of humane approach, on the other, it is on a 
level superior to that of most other countries. If, as I be-
lieve, the administration of courts and prisons is a vital in-
dex to the quality of a civilization, that is of the first im-
portance. 
A person convicted of one of the ordinary criminal of-
enses in the Soivet Union has a larger chance of returning 
to normal life normally than is the case anywhere else; 
and the historic demand for equality before the law is, 
political offenses again apart) more substantially realized 
there than in any other country with which I am acquainted. 
Bench and bar alike have a far more active and sustained 
interest in the improvement of legal procedure than anyone 
has displayed in Western Europe since Jeremy Bentham. 
In this field, it is no exaggeration to say that the rest of the 
world must go to school to the Soviet Union (pp. 51-52). 
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Professor Harold J. Berman writes, In his article, "The Chal-
lenge of Soviet Law": 
The Soviet accused is treated less as an independent pos-
sessor of rights and duties ... than as a youth whom the law 
must protect against the consequences of his own ignorance 
but must also guide and train .... The atmosphere of the 
trial approximates that of our own juvenile or domestic 
relations courts.:I: 
In developing the educat!ional role of law, with its con-
ception of the litigant, the subject of law, as a youth to be 
guided and trained, the Soviets have made a genuine and 
creative response to the values which threaten twentieth-
century man-a response which has not merely a Marxist 
and a Russian, but a universal significance. They have met 
the problem of bringing law into the closest possible touch 
with social and economic and personal realities. The Soviets 
have found a basis for law in a new conception of man. It is 
not for us self-righteously to sit in judgment on the vio-
lence and injustice which has accompanied the birth and 
growth of this conception. We shall respond more wisely if 
we integrate our own law around a fuller and more bal-
anced conception of man-man as child, as youth, as young 
man, as middle-aged, as aged-giving reflection to the real 
nature of man in all the phases.:I::I: 
Professor John N. Hazard of Columbia University, himself 
a graduate of a Soviet Law School, has expressed similar opinions 
in various articles and books: 
The Soviet Union discards any vestige of hte principle 
of an "eye for an eye.'" The Criminal Code has but one 
function, set forth in its first article-the defense of the 
socialist state of the UJorke1's and peasants and the estab-
lished order therein against socially dangerous acts. . . . 
The word "punishment" is deliberately avoided and in its 
place is substituted the term "measure of social defense." 
[In the United States] a person may have been in such cir-
cumstances that a jury may see fit to recommend clemency, 
or the judge may himself lighten the punishment under 
• Vol. 62, Harvard Law Review, 1949, pp. 465-466 . 
•• Ibid., p. 457. 
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statutes declaring a mInImum-maximum rule. But such 
action is treated as an exception. Under the Soviet system 
of criminal law consideration of the character of the crimi-
nal and not only the crime is the rule and not the exception. 
Elsewhere, Professor Hazard writes: 
While the state has not lagged in protecting itself, it has 
not ignored the other side of the medal-protection of the 
individual. ... Soviet jurists believe that a strong state de-
pends, in the last analysis, upon a contented citizenry, and 
this condition is achieved only when the majority believes 
that the inevitable restrictions and punishments set forth 
in the law are fairly administered. '*' 
Soviet judges do equity because equitableness is inherent in 
socialist relationships. The Soviet judge is a socialist possessed of a 
socialist consciousness. He believes that the brotherhood of man 
is possible only under conditions of economic and social equality 
attainable only in a socialist society. He is directed by Article 20 
of the Code of Criminal Procedure to "use his socialist legal con-
sciousness, after examining and checking all evidence and circum-
stances of the case in their entirety and in relation to each other." 
Equality of the law presupposes an equiiibrium between all 
persons in society and between all persons and the state, between 
the participants to a legal action. If, in a state like the USSR, 
power by means of the ownership of private property is abolished, 
all persons then bear a more equal relationship to each other and 
the state. And equality . before the law is then for the first time 
made possible. It is precisely these new factual circumstances, 
these new social relationships which form the basis for the real 
equity and justice found in Soviet law. 
Prof. Harold J. Berman, in discuss'ing the equitableness of So-
viet law, said: 
Within the (Soviet) legal system, there is also a struggle 
for the development of a rule of judicial conscience. The 
The Soviet judge does equity. He has not merely the in-
terests of the state but also the interests of the litigant at 
heart.'*' 
• Prof. John N. Hazard, "The Individual in Soviet Law," American Sociological Review, 
June 1944, p. 251. 
• • "The Challenge of Soviet law, 62 Ha,.va,a Law Review, p. 263. 
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The duty o.f So.viet judges to.wards So.viet citizens is stressed, 
no.t o.nly in numero.us co.urt decisio.ns but , in vario.us laws. Thus 
Article 5 o.f the Co.de o.f Civil Pro.cedure declares: 
It is the duty o.f the co.urt to. strive in every way to. clarify 
the actual rights and relatio.nships o.f the litigants; . . . 
see to. it that all the essential facts o.f the case are clarified 
and supPo.rted by the evidence, thus rendering to. to.ilers 
applying to. the court active aid in the pro.tection of their 
rights and lawful interests, so. that their lack of legal in-
fo.rmatio.n, Io.W level o.f literacy, and similar circumstances 
may no.t be utilized to. their disadvantage. 
Article 3 o.f the Judiciary Act o.f 1938 similarly declares: 
By all their activities, the courts shall educate the citi-
zens o.f the USSR in the spirit o.f devo.tio.n to. the mo.ther-
land, in the spirit o.f strict and undeviating observance o.f 
Soviet laws, o.f c'are for socialist pro.perty, o.f labo.r discipline 
and social duty, o.f respect fo.r the rules o.f socialist co.mmo.n-
life. 
So, to.o., by a Soviet law adopted July 15, 1949, the duties o.f 
judges to.ward So.viet citizens are laid down as follows: 
Judges o.f all courts including the Supreme Co.urt o.f the 
U.S.S.R. may be disciplined and penalized for faults in 
their court wo.rk as a result of negligence o.r lack of disci-
pline or for the co.mmission o.f acts inco.mpatible with the 
dignity of a Soviet judge .... It is the duty of a Soviet co.urt 
to. educate citizens in the spirit of devo.tion to. the Mo.ther-
land and to. the building o.f socialism, as well as in the spirit 
o.f ho.nest relatio.nship to the state and public duties. 
Sovet judges, elected by the peo.ple, must value highly 
the co.nfidence o.f the people and be mo.dels of honest ser-
vice to the Mo.therland . . . o.f mo.ral chastity and of ir-
reproachable co.nduct, so. that they may have not o.nly the 
formal r:ight, but the mo.ral right as well, to. judge and to 
teach o.thers." 
• Vedomosti Verkhovnogo, U.S.S.R. No. 31, p. 530. 
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When Mr. Fast speaks about the superiority of American and 
English law he is by implication asserting the alleged superiority 
of American and English society,i.e., American and English capi-
talism. But law is nothing more than a technique used to regu-
late human behavior and can never be superior to the condi-
tions it regulates. Slave law, feudal law, capitalist law, socialist 
law, sanction and protect the class, i.e., the social relationships 
growing out of and determined by the existing specific methods 
of production. One cannot speak of the "rule of law," of "jus-
tice'·' in the abstract, divorced from the conditions in which it op-
erates and regulates social relations. This is known not only by 
Marxists, but has been frequently noted by scholars in capitalist 
countries. Not so long ago Mr. Fast understood this when he 
said: 
It has become even more important to conceal the very 
nature of capitalism itself, and to equate it with the words 
"liberty" and "democracy." They (Fast included-L. J.) 
are now able to forget apparently all they believed in a 
few years back. Socialism and monopoly capitalism have 
alike become myt:hs.· 
But where then did Soviet law, which treats its citizens who 
have strayed from the norms of socialist life with such care, go 
astray? As Laski noted, in the sphere of some political offenses. 
To understand this fact, to evaluate it properly, we must under-
stand the context in which these events took place. 
By a law adopted on July 10, 1934, the OGPU was empow-
ered to establish Administrative Boards to try persons and impose 
sentences up to five years imprisonment "against persons who are 
recognized as socially dangerous." On the day after Kirov's mur-
der, November 5, 1934, the law was amended, giving the Adminis-
trative Boards the right to impose the death penalty. The prece-
dent for this kind of method to deal with "socially dangerous" 
persons was the Revolutionary Tribunals, established in the criti-
cal days of the Civil War. . 
What were the conditions that led to the re-establishment of 
the Revolutionary Tribunals in the form of Administrative Boards 
of the OGPU? It was the time of "capitalist enoirclement,"· of the 
• Howard Fasc. The Intellectual in Ihe Fight fo" Pea", p. 8. 
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threatening shadow of Hitlerism, of the fear of imminent war. 
And a terribly destructive war did come. After defeating the Nazi 
invaders, after terrible losses in property and people, a new threat 
of war appeared. This time the threat came from a foreign power 
which ringed the Soviet Union with military bases and threatened 
to annihilate her with the atom bomb. It was under these cir-
cumstances, aptly described by Anna Louise Strong, * that Stalin 
accepted the trumped-up charges which Beria brought against Jews 
and others. 
With changes in objective conditions-the development of the 
atomic and hydrogen bombs by the Soviet Union, resulting in a 
military stalemate, the completion of the Chinese Revolution 
which made encirclement of the socialist countries impossible-
fear of war in the Soviet Union abated. And with it abated the 
acts of political terror, even in the last year of Stalin's life. 
Yet that there arose serious abuses of this unchecked police 
power in some political cases is undeniable; it is to correct such 
abuses and preclude the possibili ty of their recurring that the 
Soviet government last year initiated significant changes. Thus, 
the Administrative Boards of the security police were eliminated 
by the law adopted April 9, 1956; this abolishes the machinery, 
the methods and means, by which the ~njustices and illegalities 
in political cases were made possible. Today, as a result of the 
experiences reviewed by the Twentieth Congress of the CPSU, all 
guarantees and rights provided by the Criminal 'Code and the Code 
of Criminal Procedure must apply with equal force in all cases, 
poli tical or criminal. 
Further; broader, new powers were establ,ished May 24, 1955, 
for the office of the Procurator, the agency whose main function 
is to supervise all judicial agencies' adherence to the protections 
and rights granted by Soviet law to all citizens. This is defined 
in the Statute on the Supervisory Functions of the Public Procu-
rator. ** Under this statute, the office of the Procurator is charged 
with the duty "to guard the rights and legally protected interests 
of individual citizens in political, labor, housing, and other per-
sonal and property issues." In the words of Ardcle 3 of this 
far-reaching provision, the office of the Public Procurator: 
• The Stalin Era. Mainsueam Publishers, N . Y . 
•• Part4naya Zhizni 1956, No.6. 
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1. Watches over the strict application of the law by all 
ministries, institutions and departments; 
2. Sees to it that the organs of inquiry and of preliminary 
investigation do not transgress the law; 
3. Watches that sentences, judgments and decisions on mat-
ters of law and proceduroe are in conformity with law and 
are well grounded; 
4. Sees to it that strict legality is observed in the treatment 
of prison ,inmates. 
Under this powerful statute, the new agency "must investigate 
all complaints," "defend the rights of the accused and of prisoners 
as much as of the public interest," and "appeal on its own ini-
tiative from illegal deoisions or sentences.'" To carry out this 
guarantee of legal rights and protections, the agency has the right 
to investigate and receive the records of any other government 
agency. ''''ith this new legal machinery, the various state Ministries 
of Internal Affairs are deliberately reduced to the status of auxili-
ary organs ,in the investigation of crime and in the carrying out 
of court sentences. Now the ultimate responsibility for the ob-
servance of the law has been concentrated in the hands of the 
office of the Procurator who is appointed by the highest legislative 
body, the Supreme Soviet, and whose activities are not reviewable 
by the law-enforcing power but only by the Presidium of the Su-
preme Soviet, the direct representative of the people. 
This role of the Procurator of the U.S.S.R. and the Proourators 
of the various Constituent Republics is not entirely new (Article 
418, Crim. Code of Procedure). There have been hundreds of 
reported cases wherein a Procurator "protests" a decision because 
of its illegality or injustice.· The new element is to. be found 
in the fact that the Administrative Tribunals having been abol-
ished, the Procurators, under a wider grant of powers, now are 
charged with examining the justice and legality of court decisions 
in all cases, including political cases. 
By the Judiciary Act of the U.S.S.R .•• a system of court Plen-
ums was established. The Supreme Court of the U.S.S.R., the 
Supreme Courts of the various Constituent Republics, the Judges 
of the Provincial Courts and the People's Courts of a given prov-
• Hazard & Weisberg, Cases and Readings on Soviet Law, Columbia University (1950) . 
•• Vedomosti No. 11, Aug. 16, 1938. Law of the U.S.S.R. on the judiciary of the Con-
stituent and Autonomous Republics. 
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ince or locale hold plenums once every two months. At these 
plenums the Judges discuss the errors made and the remedies 
to be applied and then send "consequent directions" to the lower 
courts. Thus all Soviet courts are constantly reviewing the ad-
ministration of justice, and by means of this examination and 
criticisf!l and "consequent directions" Soviet law is constantly per-
fected. 
Perhaps we can best understand the Procurator's role if we 
applied it to the American scene. Suppose every District Attorney, 
and above him the Attorneys General had to examine the record of 
every criminal case starting with the time of the arrest to see that 
no illegalities were committed or that no unjust sentence was im-
posed. Suppose the Attorney General was obliged to appeal any 
unjust or illegal sentence imposed, let us say, by our Southern 
legal authorities and to start criminal actions against them if 
their activities were knowingly unlawful. Simply to pose the situa-
tion answers the question raised by Mr. Fast as to which legal 
system is more just. 
With regards to habeas corpus, it is not true, as Fast asserts, that 
this right does not exist in Soviet law; the fact is that it was ex-
ercised in every criminal case (and now, with the distinction be-
tween political and crim,inal cases abolished, in all cases). Every 
arrest in the Soviet Union must be reported within 24 hours to a 
People's Judge who passes on the legality of the arrest. If the in-
vestigator decides that the accused should be arrested to assure 
his presence at the trial, he must submit his decision in writing 
to the Procurator; if the Procurator's decision is against the in-
terest of the accused he must take his decision before a proper 
court for confirmation or rejection (Article 148). Thus every 
arrest, whether made by the police or recommended by the in-
vestigator or Procurator, is reviewed in the courts. In our country, 
to test the legality of arrest, the defendant must employ a lawyer 
to file a formal writ-a procedure seldom used. But in the Soviet 
Union this procedure takes place automatically in every case. 
"A judge or prosecutor knowing that a person is illegally held in 
his jurisdiction, must free that person on his own initiative.'" 
(Article 6). "Failure to do so is criminally punishable by imprison-
ment up to one year" (Article 8). "An official making an illegal 
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arrest is himself liable to deprivation of liberty not exceeding one 
year" (Article 115). Further, an accused can challenge the in-
vestigator because of prejudice (Article 122) and every act or 
decision of the investigator is subject to appeal immediately even 
before trial (Article 212). Unlike our own criminal process which 
usually starts with the arrest of a person charged with a crime, 
a person in the Soviet Union cannot be arrested on the complaint 
of another, or on suspicion by the authorities. Article 100 of the 
Code of Criminal Procedure provides against arrest except where 
the defendant was caught in the criminal act, or if suspected, has 
no permanent place of abode. 
Bail is provided for under Section 144 of the Code. Usually 
the accused signs a promise to attend the trial and not leave the 
jurisdiction of the court (Article 144, Sec. I). Or he is "bailed" 
if two citizens or an organization promise to pay a certain sum 
if the accused absconds (Article 144, Sec. 2), or cash bail is put up 
by the accused or his friends (Article 144, Sec. 3). In the case of 
home arrest, the accused is restricted to his home but is not under 
guard (Article 114, Sec. 4). In case of a conviction the defendant's 
status remains the same until the appellate court sustains or dis-
misses the appeal (Article 341). 
In cases of serious crimes (banditry, rape, murder, etc.), bail 
can be denied only by a People's Judge (Article 144, Sec. 5). 
Judges are liable criminally for their illegal acts (Article 18): 
The issuing of an unjust sentence, decision or order, from mer-
cenary or other personal motives, entails deprivation of liberty 
for a period of not less than two years (Article 114). 
The socialist nature of law in the U.S.S.R. is seen in Article 
113 of the Criminal Code of Procedure which directs the Investi-
gator to investigate all the subjective and objective factors of the 
crime and to find the answer to the following questions: 
1. Was the alleged crime committed for the purpose of re-
storing the bourgeoisie to power? 
2. Was it done from base venal motives? 
3. Was the accused charged with crime for the first time? 
4. Did the commission of the crime take place under threat, 
coercion or by reason of economic strain? 
5. Was the alleged offender influenced by the extremity 
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of family or personal conditions? 
6. Was he in a state of strong excitement? 
Unlike our system, the Soviet system considers that the cir-
cumstances, environment and motives are extremely relevant for 
the proper deposition of a criminal case. It is not only the act 
itself, but the history of the accused which is often, to a greater 
or lesser degree, the determining factor in assessing the guilt of a 
defendant. 
The reason for this humane approach is to be found in the 
Soviet definition of crime and punishment. Crime is defined as 
"a socially dangerous, culpable, punishable act or omission." Pun-
ishmen t is the "measure of socal defense necessary to meet that 
anti-social act." In order to determine the measure of social de-
fense to be applied in each individual case, Soviet law deems it 
necessary to go in to all the facts surrounding each individual 
case including all the facts relating to the defendant's person-
ality. 
Under Article 48 of the Criminal 'Code, the Soviet court is 
obliged to examine "the extenuating circumstances" in the case. 
The court must determine whether the accused committed the 
offense "out of motives other than selfishness, ignorance, an acci-
dental chain of circumstances, wilful malice, etc." A person may 
not be punished if, at the time of the trial, the act committed 
is no longer "socially dangerous," or if the offender has become 
a socially useful person (Article 51). In other words, the state need 
take no further steps to reform the offender if he has since ac-
complished this himself. 
Howard Fast deplores the absence of the legal right against self-
incrimination in the Soviet Union. Obviously he is unacquainted 
with Article 135 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, which specifi-
cally provides .that "the accused shall not be required to give evi-
dence against himself." 
Not only does the right against self-incrimination exist, but 
an accused who commits perjury in his own behalf cannot be 
prosecuted. The theory is that it is natural for an accused to lie to 
protect himself. But perjury by a witness is a crime punishable by 
imprisonment up to three months (Article 95, Criminal Code, 
R.S.F.S.R.) And under Soviet law a person is "innocent until 
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proven guilty,'" and "the burden of proof rests on the state to prove 
a person guilty," and "the burden of proof rests on the state to 
prove a person guilty beyond a reasonable doubt."* 
That forced confessions were extracted in some political cases 
no one will deny. But these actions on the part of a Beria and his 
henchmen were contrary to and violated Soviet law. The Soviet 
Criminal Code specifically enjoins an official from obtaining con-
fessions "by means of violence, threats or similar luethods" and 
declares the punishment for such acts imprisonment up to three 
years (Article 136). 
Article 282 of the (Code of Criminal Procedure provides "that 
if the acc sed acknowledges the facts alleged by the prosecu tion 
are true, repeats the confession in the deposition in open court and 
gives proof of it) the proof given by the accused must nevertheless 
be verified by the State." 
Here, in the V.S., a confession takes precedence over all other 
kinds of testimony. The obtaining of a confession or a plea of 
guil ty is the chief aim of the police and the prosecu tor. I t does 
away with the necessity for a trial. Prosecutors and lawyers for the 
defense bargain and haggle over concessions to be made to the de-
fendant if he pleads guilty. Here, when a man pleads guilty (ex-
cept in a murder case), the court is denied all the facts of the 
case excepting those facts about the defendant which may be 
brought out in a probation court. 
The prevailing law of the Soviet V nion relating to confessions 
was summed up by the Supreme Court of the V.S.S.R. in the case 
of one, Anachko, * * as follows: 
"Treating the deposition (the confession) as evidence 
of the defendant's guilt, the Divisional Court based their 
opinion on the assumption that the defendant'"s confession 
was indisputable proof that he was guilty. That attitude 
is incorrect. A personal declaration by the accused is only 
one aspect in the evidence, subject to the appraisement by 
the court in the light of all the other circumstances of the 
case. A confession is important not because it is a con-
• Prof. M. S. Scrogovich, "Study of Substantive Truth in Criminal Proceedings," Moscow 
(1947), p. 264. See also Soviet Studies, Vol. V, (July 1953), A. Kiralfy, Soviet Law of 
Criminal. Evidence . 
•• ScvietJkaya YUJtitJia, No.2, p. 78, 1939. 
fession, but only in so far as it serves to elucidate the ques-
tion of guilt. For that reason it nlay or may not be 
convincing as evidence .... 
Many plead guilty for different reasons. Threats, the 
desire to shield someone, to avoid being suspected of an-
other offense, the desire to obtain leniency, the desire to 
prevent the exposure of some parts of his personal life, to 
escape the mental suffering a trial might entail. Then 
too, a confession usually presents the facts in the most favor-
able light to the accused. Aggravated crimes are presented 
as simple crimes, motives are covered up or put in a favor-
able light, or he will paint the character of the victim 
in a light favorable to himself. . . . 
In such an event the perspective is distorted. To get 
a clear, convincing picture of the criminal's life, which 
becomes a material part of the sentence, is necessary lest the 
cause of justice suffer. Even if the defendnt pleads guilty, 
the preliminary investigation and trial must go on. 
In the U.S.S.R., the government as well as the people 
generally, are keenly interested to see that the verdicts of 
the criminal courts are just. The prosecution in a criminal 
action must not be regarded as the sole reliable source of 
that truth. Consequently, the confession of the accused, 
even if it is ufull/' even a frank, even an exhaustive and 
credible confession is not enough by itself to justify a ver-
dict of guilty. In order to estimate the fullness and sin-
cerity of the confession, it is necessary to exhaust not only 
the confession itself, but every possible nlaterial that may 
serve as evidence in the case. 
This then is the law of confessions in the Soviet Union, scrupu-
lously observed in ordinary criminal cases, though that it has 
been violated by administrative boards in some political cases no 
one will deny. 
Mr. Fast says that it is a "fact that in the U.S.S.R. justice is so 
much of a stranger." In the Soviet Union every collective farm 
and every apartment house or a group of apartment houses con-
taining a particular number of families has its Comrades Courts. 
These courts, consisting of nine to twelve judges, all neighbors 
of the accused and really a jury of his peers, deal with such crimes 
as petty theft, hooliganism, drunkenness, fights, neglect of children, 
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etc., and can impose sentences of up to five days in jail and a fine 
of 30 roubles. There are a total of over two million Soviet citi-
zens sitting as judges in these courts. 
Similar courts deal with disputes and problems arising in the 
factories. There are 2,600,000 Soviet citizens acting as judges in 
the Workers' Control Commissions. In each People's 'Court there 
are two People's Assessors who sit for ten days. There are 700,000 
Soviet citizens who act as jurors and judges in the People's ,Courts. 
So there are over five million Soviet -citizens actively engaged in the 
administration of justice. If real democracy depends upon the peo-
ple's participation in government, you have democratic justice in 
the Soviet Union such as does not and cannot exist anywhere else. 
No serious jurist or student of law can deny that the average 
Soviet citizen has all the rights granted by English and American 
law, and then some. Thus, indictments must contain all the facts 
of crimes and all ,the names of the witnesses to be used against 
the accused. 
Supreme Court Justice Jackson commented on this great right 
a t the N urn berg trial as follows: 
It was something of a shock to lne to hear the Russian 
delegation object to our Anglo-American practice as not fair 
to a defendant. The point of the observation was this: We 
indict merely by charging the crime in general terms and 
then we produce the evidence at the trial. Their method 
requIres that the defendant be given, as part of the indict-
nlent, all evidence to be used against him-both documents 
and the statements of witnesses .... 
When we produce it at the trial it may cause surprise 
and become known too late to be answered adequately. Our 
method, it is said, nlakes a criminal trial something of a game. 
This criticism is certainly not irrational. * 
If new eviden-ce develops at the trial, or new witnesses re-
vealed, the case must be sent back to the Investigator to draw a 
new indictment so that the defendant may adequately prepare his 
defense (Article 273)' 
Soviet law grants defendants the right to examine all of the 
• The Nurnberg Trial, by Robert Jackson, pp. VI-VII. 
records in the case (Article 207); the right to appeal from the 
indictment (Article 112); the right to be represented by counsel 
or a Trade Union representative (Article 253); the right aaginst 
search and seizure except on court order and done in the daytime 
in the presence of two neighbors wro act as witnesses (Article 
177); the right to be present at his trial (Article 265); the right of 
a speedy trial (Articles 105, 128); the right to cross-examine and 
comment on a witness's testimony as it is given (Article 277). If the 
defendant refuses to select counsel, the court must appoint one for 
him. (Article 255). 
The accused must be asked questions, the answers to which 
would tend to exonerate him, as well as questions directed to prove 
his guilt (Article. III). 
The defendant has additional rights: the right to call wit-
nesses in his behalf (Article 272); the right to a trial in public 
(Article 52); the right to ask the State to investigate, at its ex-
pense, facts which may prove useful to the accused (Article 208); 
the right to expert testimony at the state's expense (Article 169); 
the rights granted by the Statute of Limitations (Article 84); 
the right of an interpreter (Article 22); the right of tre defendant 
to speak last after his counsel has spoken, without interruption 
and without limit as to time (Article 409); the right of appeal 
by simply stating that he desires to appeal (Article 412). In that 
case the trial judge must send the entire record to the Appeals 
Court, which reviews all questions of law and fact and can re-
verse the judgment below if the sentence was "unjust" (Article 
417). The accused has also the right to appeal the actions or de-
cisions of the investigator (Article 212). The record must be sent · 
to the higher court within three days (Article 344). 
II'the accused doesn't appeal, the Department of the Procurator 
or Prosecutor reviewing the decision 'must protest (appeal) the 
decision (Article 418). 
Thus in the case of Popov and Sokolov, the Supreme Court of 
the U.S.S.R., on the protest of the Procurator (Court Practice of the 
Supreme Court of the U.S.S.R., Vol. VI, p. 19), reversed the de-
cision of the lower court because "the convictions were based on 
the defandants' failure to establish their innocence." 
In brief, the average Soviet citizen has all the protections our 
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law affords, and then some. 1 suggest that Mr. Fast spend a few 
days in one of our law libraries before proclaiming the justice 
of class society under capitalism superior to the justice of work-
ing Iclass socialist society, even as it has to develop under the guns 
of encircling aggressors. 
In a socialist state, where everything is produced and ad-
ministered by the state, the number of government officials in-
creases tremendously. In such a context, especially in the transi-
tion period when the individual is learning how to live and ·con-
duct himself in a socialist society, socialist law has the special 
function to prevent the abuse of authority by the administrative 
officials of the state. It does so not only by means of criminal 
sanctions, but also by the Soviet Code of Labor Laws, which fur-
ther buttresses the rights of working people, and establishes pO'w-
erful defenses against arbitrary invasion of these rights by ad-
ministrators, managers, and other officials. 
Soviet law protects the individual against the abuse, negli-
gence and criminal acts of judges or officials. Complaints are 
either made to the Procurator"s office or a newspaper. Thus, two 
judges were prosecuted under Article 78 of the Criminal Code 
because they failed to notify a prison warden of a reduction in 
sentence of a prisoner. * A People's Judge in the Moscow province 
was sentenced to six months imprisonment because he called the 
court secretary a "blockhead," cursed the woman janitor for failing 
to heat the court room, and neglected to write opinions in some 
cases for as long as seven mon ths. '*' '*' 
Prof. Hazard in his excellent article A buse of Power and Soviet 
Law*'*''*' cites numerous cases of judges punished because they 
"failed to maintain a proper decorum." Judges who get drunk, 
even outside of the court room, doctors who accept favors from 
patients, managers who use their official position to obtain favors 
from women, are prosecuted. 
A Murmansk People's Court was hearing a suit by a fore-
man to be reinstated in a job from which he was dismissed. 
In the course of the trial the Judge referred to the plain tiff 
• So 11. Yust., No. 13 (1937) . 
•• Sud. Prak. RSFSR No. 16 (1929) . 
••• Hazard .. Abuse of Power and Soviet Law, 50 Columbia Law Review (April 1950). 
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as a "grafter. H ••• The Commissariat of Justice, requesting 
the Presiding Justice of the Murmansk Provincial Court 
to verify the details, asked this rhetorical question: "Is it 
necessary to demonstrate to what extent such acts of un-
couthness are not permitted, acts which are one of the 
manifestations of lack of culture, bureaucracy and lack of 
respect for the dignity of a Soviet citizen in a Soviet 
court?'*' 
We now turn to the question of capital punishment. Four 
times the Soviet government has abolished capital pun·shment, 
and four times has felt itself compelled to restore it. The reasons 
for this are to be found not in abstract principles or "absence 
of religious feelings" but in the concrete conditions of civil war, 
actual war and Cold War. 
Lenin was against capital punishment, yet under the condi· 
tions of a terrible civil war he re-established it. During the war, 
when the Nazis were outside Moscow, the State Committee for De-
fense ordered the shooting of spies on sight without even a trial. 
Post-war conditions gave promise of a relaxation of the struggle. 
The death sentence was abolished on May 29, 1947, as no longer 
necessary under conditions of peacetime. But the threat of an 
atomic war, the establishment of the C.I.A., the subversive activi-
ties of the Voice of America, the ringing of the Soviet Union with 
military bases, all this led to the re-establishment of capital pun-
ishment in 1950. As soon as conditions change, based on the 
record of the past, it is my view that capital punishment will again 
be . abolished. But the choice -in this~ as in many other matters, is 
not a free one to be determined by lofty abstract feelings, but by 
what necessity dictates.'*' =II< 
• Ibid., p. 469 . 
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Mr. Fast says, "my democratic understanding was based on the 
writings of Jefferson and Lincoln.'" Yet Jefferson, writing on the 
French Revolution, said: 
... In the struggle which was necessary, many guilty 
persons fell without the forms of trials, and with them some 
innocent. These I deplore as much as anybody, and shall 
deplore some of them to the day of my death. But I deplore 
them as I should have done had they fallen in battle. It 
was necessary to use the arm of the people, a machine not 
quite so blind as balls and bombs, but blind to a certain 
degree. A few of their cordial friends met at their hands 
the fate of enemies. But time and truth will rescue and em-
balm their memories, while their posterity will be enjoying 
that very liberty for which they would never have hesitated 
to offer up their lives. The liberty of the whole earth was 
depending on the issue of the contest, and was ever such a 
prize won with so little innocent blood? My own affections 
have been deeply wounded by some of the martyrs to 
this cause, but rather than it should have failed, I would 
have seen half the earth desolated. 
J efferson's sentiments are not offered here, of course, as any 
concrete guide, but as expressing an attitude of one of the found-
ers of our country to another progressive social revolution else-
where. 
I can hear Fast and some others say, "Yes, like our Constitution, 
the Soviet codes contain many fine guarantees, but, as here, they 
are not enforced." But in every Soviet criminal case (except some 
of those tried by the Administrative Tribunals) where a Soviet 
citizen was charged with violating some norm of socialist society 
established by the criminal _code, every procedural rule and con-
stitutional guarantee was strictly enforced. 
From the Soviet point of vie'Y, law is a means of educating 
the masses to the norms of socialist life, a means of indoctrinating 
"high noble feelings" but also a means of establishing faith and 
confidence in the government. 
Lest I be .charged with being a special pleader, I will let Prof. 
Hazard speak on this point. He said: 
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Running like a thread through all present Soviet crimi-
nal procedure is a manifestation of the desire to strengthen 
the position of the ·citizen accused of crime, so that he may 
protect his interests and assert his innocence, if innocent 
he be. Progress along this line is found to be marked. So-
viet leaders today indicate that the stability of the new 
state is assured and that not only is there time for careful 
prosecution, but that the long range future of the state de-
pends on it. The result of this attitude can be found in 
the mass of procedural cases reported in the journals and 
studied in the (Soviet) law schools." 
The incidence of crime in the RSFSR, for example for the year 
1955, was 17·7% of the 1913 figure. Of those convicted 51.5% 
were sentenced to "compulsory labor at their usual place of em-
ployment" with a fine and paroled into the custody of their trade 
union. Incidentally, the sentences for petty larceny, larceny, as-
sault and battery, etc., are a fra·ction of the imprisonment im-
posed for similar offenses in our country. On the other hand, crime 
committed by gangs involves a high degree of social danger and the 
sen tences against such accused are severe. 
For the purpose of "liquidating the kulaks'" in the 1930'S, a 
form of the early Revolutionary Tribunals was re-established. For 
years, American, British and other jurists pointed out the lack of 
safeguards in such proceedings. If administered by unscrupulous 
men, such boards actualy became a means of inflicting great 
injustice. But as to the regular administration of justice in the 
ordinary criminal courts, the fact is as Laski said, the world can 
go to school to the Soviet Union. . 
Individual selfishness, striving for personal position and gain, 
criminal acts, incompetence by judges, administrators and politi-
cal leaders-"this residue of a historical past"-has been and is 
in the process of being rooted out by the new conditions of so-
cialist life as it develops. By identifying, or rather equating, the 
stage of Communist society, toward which the U.S.S.R. is striving, 
with that of Socialism, which it has achieved, and by uncriti-
cally regarding the Soviet Union as the perfect and flawless model 
of international socialism, some now-disillusioned former friends 
• John N . Hazard. Soviet Criminal Procedure, 15 Tulane Law Review (Feb. 1941), p. 239. 
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of the Soviet Union madeideological demands on the Soviet Union 
which it was impossible to satisfy. Today they cry that the failure 
to meet their impossible ideological demands constitutes "the 
most incredible swindle of our time." 
Law is not a set of idealistic abstract principals conjured up 
in the musty consciences of professional jurists. Law is a living 
reality expressing the essence of social, i.e., class relationsrips. Law 
emerged jointly with the state in consequence of the development 
of private property and the resulting division of society into classes. 
Prof. Harold J. Laski phrased it well when he said: 
"The way in which economic power is distributed at any 
given time or place will shape the character of the legal im-
peratives which are imposed in that same time and place. 
The state, in these circumstances, expresses the wants of 
those who dominate the economic system. The legal order 
is a mask behind which a dominant economic interest se-
cures the benefit of political authority. The state, as it 
operates, does not deliberately seek general justice, or general 
utility, but in the interest, in the largest sense, of the 
dominant class in society."· 
In capitalist socitey, the illusion is meticulously fostered that 
the individual determines what is his own best interest, and that 
Government is a device created to minimize the friction between 
individual interests. In its system of law, this finds expression in 
exaltation of the rights of private property and private contract. 
The Russian revolution rejected t:his capitalist · thesis. It pro-
claimed the principle that society has the right and the obligation 
to decide by collective will what is good for society as a whole 
and to make its decision binding on the individual. This it has 
done by declaring the socialist system of production the legal one 
(Art. I, Constitution) and compelling acquiescence of all in-
dividuals to that system. 
Since law expresses the realities of relationships between peo-
ple, the legal system of any society discloses the real conditions of 
existence of the people of that society. No discussion of the in-
dividual in Soviet law would be complete without stating some-
• Prof. Harold J. Laski. Politics. P. 22. 
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thing about the legal rights of the Soviet indiivdual in fields other 
than that of the ,criminal law. 
A·ccording to the Soviet Labor Code, a worker has the right to 
choose his own occupation and place of employment, (Art. 33). 
A worker cannot be transferred to other employment without 
his consent (Art. 34). A worker cannot be dismissed except for 
causes listed in the Code (Art. 47). He has the right to appeal the 
decision to the F.actory Dispu tes Commission, and then to the 
Executive Committee of the Central Trades Union, or to the 
People's Court, according to the given cause for dismissal. 
The legal Standard work-day is eight hours. Apprentice work-
ers between the ages of 16 and 18 may not work more than six 
hours a day (Art. 95). Night work is 7 hours for 8 hours pay 
(Art. 96). Meal time must not be later than 4 hours after beginning 
work and must be for one hour (Art. 99). No overtime is permit-
ted without the consent of the Trade Union (Art. 104), and then 
only if it is necessary for the purpose of preventing "crises and 
dangers," "to effect temporary repairs to machinery'" or "prevent 
great loss." To safeguard their health, persons between 16 and 
18 years of age cannot work overtime under any circumstances 
(Art. 105), and the total hours of overtime permitted is four 
hours per week or 120 hours in one year (Art. 106). Overtime is 
paid at the rate of one and one-half times the normal wage for 
the first two hours, and double the normal wage thereafter as is 
the wage for working holidays or rest days (Art. 60). 
Time taken to vote (Art. 77), to appear in court as a witness, 
assessor or member of an arbitration com·mittee (Art. 78), to at-
tend a trade union or cooperative congress . (Art. 79), to act as a 
volunteer fireman is paid for in full by the place of employment. 
If a worker uses his own tools, the management must 
remunerate him (Art. 85). If clothes and shoes are rapidly worn 
out because of the particular type of job, the management must 
furnish the worker with them (Art. 86). -
The uninterrupted weekly rest period must be "not less than 
42 hours" (Art. 109). There are 7 paid holidays established under 
the code (Art. Ill). On the eve of holidays, the work-day is only 
6 hours with full pay (Art. 113). Every person working for five 
and one-half months is entitled to two weeks vacation (Art. 114). 
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Persons working in dangerous industries (mining, chemical, etc.) 
get one month's vacation (Art. 115). 
Women and apprentices may not be engaged in night work 
(Art. 130). Working women receive a maternity leave of absence 
for 56 days before, and 56 days after, confinement with full pay. 
Women employed in office work receive 42 days before and after 
confinement with full pay (Art. 132). Extra breaks for nursing 
mothers are provided for without any deduction in pay (Art. 134). 
Every industry has its own safety code of regulations governing, 
ventilation, heating, lighting, adequate water supply, shower baths, 
etc. 
The legal rights of the Soviet individual includes the right to 
free medical services, to workmen's compensation for injuries due 
to accident, to sick benefits for any reason whatever, to old age 
pensions, to death benefits for his family, to unemp'loyment 
insurance. 
Space does not permit a discussion of other branches of Soviet 
law dealing with other relationships. Let us close with a statement 
on Soviet Housing Law, which again reveals the true state of Soviet 
life. Every apartment house containing 3,000 square meters, or 
group of houses of a certain specified size, is organized with its 
Erconomic-Finance Commission, Sanitary Commission, Cultural 
Commission and Comrades Court. These commissions, consisting 
of tenants, look after the physical improvement, the health, welfare 
and cultural activity of the tenants. Literally, millions of people 
are involved in activity in these commissions. 
Yet, the entire Soviet legal system, faithfully revealing, as it 
does, the material and cultural advances of the new developing 
socialist society, is condemned in toto because of violations of 
socialist legality in the area of political opposition, which have 
been exposed by the Soviet government itself, with measures in-
stituted to prevent such violations of Soviet legality in the future. 
The American Civil War and the freedom of the slaves 'cannot be 
condemned because of the illegalities of the carpetbaggers. Only 
the blind or backward would today condemn the French Revolu-
tion because of the Terror. So, too, the Russian Revolution, with 
all its truly vast accomplishments, cannot be totally condemned 
because of evidence of certain injustices. It has abolished capital-
ism and established those new socialist relationships which are 
leading mankind "from the kingdom of necessity to the kingdom 
of freedom." 
But freedom cannot be defined merely by cataloguing natural 
and inalienable rights, by the idealization of private rights so com-
mon to a society based upon private property, but only by the 
criterion of social institutions which enable the maximum possible 
development of every individual personality. Soviet law, which 
regulates Soviet institutions and socialist cooperative relationships, 
reveals this development precisely. 
Certainly, as the first socialist government, the Soviet Union, 
groping for every step-"fifty to a hundred years behind the ad-
vanced capitalist countries'" -threatened with annihilation by war, 
made many mistakes. But whatever the mistakes, however it may 
lag behind our original hopes or our personal opinions as to how 
things should be done, the Russian Revolution has proved to be 
the greatest step forward in the evolution of mankind. 
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